
SOULEATER  -  RULES (BETA)
THESE RULES ARE A WORK IN PROGRESS AND WILL BE UPDATED. PLEASE DO NOT PRINT 

THEM AND DO NOT TRANSLATE THEM YET!
Run!

If you see him... run!
If you only smell his presence... run!

If you feel his malice, run... and don’t look back!
He is unstoppable 

He is the pure evil and 
He wants to feed on your soul forever!

Give it a chance! Save it... run!
Cause he is the SOULEATER: The Hunger Himself!

Attention: In order to play with this mini-expansion you will need our D4 
directional die, which is custom made and is part of our BATTALIA: The Stormgates 

BIG!Expansion. Alternative: you can use any D4 die naming the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 
respectively to the 4 globe directions N, E, S, W.

APPEARANCE
WHERE:  The Souleater always enters the map through a random Stormgate. Roll a D6 die. Place the NPC figure on the 

Stormgate number which matches the result of the die. Reroll if the result indicates a Stormgate that is not currently in play 
(e.g. in a game with less than 6 players). Alternative: place Souleater in the middle of the map if you don’t own the Stormgates 
expansion, which is possible but not recommendable, alone because of the board extension, the D4 die, the Stormgates.

WHEN: This NPC enters the game at the first check-point (this is a general rule for all NPCs that cannot be hired through a 
card combination). Check-points (CPs) are phases in the game between two weeks, when certain actions are performed. There is 
a check-point at the end of every week (standard 7 days or a full Oracle wheel rotation) and the first of them is at the end of week 
one (before first player’s turn of day 1 of the second week - for more details about CPs please refer to the Stormgates rule book). 
Attention: Souleater doesn’t move at his first appearance, so every player could prepare for his presence on the map. His first real 
movement will be after day 1 of the second week and then continuously after each day. Please interrupt the game shortly after the 
announcement of a new day and after turning the Oracle wheel - then move the NPC (in any order if more than one are in play).

MOVEMENT 
Throw the custom Battalia D4 directional die for choosing a map direction - N, E, S, W (consider North always towards ORACLE 

WHEEL on the table and all other directions respectively). The NPC moves two fixed steps per turn (No diagonals, but he circles the 
map. This means that the figure doesn’t stop at the end of the board and would come out at the same position - line or row - of the 
opposite side of the map when leaving at one of the boarders. According to the D4 die roll he moves always towards North or South 
or West or East in a streight line of the grid. This function provides the feeling of a round surface and ensures more flexibility for 
the movement of the NPCs). Souleater stops when meets/catches any hero and he affects all heroes on the same square.

EFFECT
The Hunger Himself feeds on heroes’ souls, so the process is irrevocable - once the hero is caught, he is gone forever. Players 

cannot bring him back in play.

There is a small chance to repel him - in order to do this you need an amulet in your hand (ambush or tent) at the moment of the 
encounter. Then you have to roll your faction D6 die on the amulet (no other card is needed on top of it) - if you throw an EVEN 
number, your hero is SAFE, because the amulet reflects his evil magic and turns it against the undead demon himself! If the die roll 
is ODD - nothing can stop him! Say farewell to the poor fellow - the hero is taken from the board and enters the limbo.

The Souleater cannot act in a range, he needs to catch his victim, entering exactly the same field (hero’s terrain card)!

TIPS & TRICKS
 • This figure has NO impact on the movement or effects of any other NPCs.

 • Avoid mixing it up in the same game with too many other aggressive NPCs, if you want to keep the grade of distraction from 
your main victory goal on a lower level and do the opposite if you’re looking for more challenges.

Playable with: 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 players on a standard or extended map. Publisher’s recommendation - 2, 3 on a standard or 4, 5, 6 
players on extended map. 
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